
 

 
OBSERVATIONS ON TOYS AND TRENDS 

 
In addition to providing updates on toy trends in the marketplace, Toy Industry Association (TIA) staff is monitoring 
trends in other industries that can influence future toys and games. Brief reports and observations are provided 
periodically to members; questions can be directed to TIA’s toy trends team.   
 

 
New York Fashion Week Fall 2014 

 
TIA’s trend team is continuously exploring and gathering trend information across many different areas that could 
impact our members businesses.  The fashion industry has an obvious tie-in to the child and youth market, and the 
trends we see on the runway often make their mark on many items that toymakers produce, from doll clothing to 
DIY craft kits.  
 
Fashion and customization were a major part of our “Custom Built” trend unveiled at this year’s Toy Fair, which 
took place on the heels of the 2014 New York Fall Fashion Week. We took a closer look at some of the major 
trends from Fashion Week that could be of interest to those in the youth space: 
 
Multicolor Influence / Sparkle and Shine 
 
Color always “plays” a part in influencing many industries from housewares and automotive to design and décor, 
so trend trackers in any field should take note of the colors featured on the catwalk. NY Fashion week featured an 
array of colors, including flirty, vibrant hues of bold red and pretty pink, according to E! Online. Examples included 
collections such as Escada, DKNY, Prabal Gurung and Narcisco Rodriguez. Pantone View reported on “a firm 
commitment to rich autumnal colors such as mossy greens, fiery russets, warm browns and curry yellows.” Expect 
to also see luxurious greys with a tint of lavender, pinkish tones and stormy blues that will provide a balance to the 
season.  
 
In addition to the wide range of colors being sported, there were several multi-colored sparkly looks on the 
runway, adding some glitz and glamour to all types of clothing.  FUR 

 
Fabulous Furs  
 
E! Online reported, “If there's one splurge of the season, let it be a fabulous over-the-top fur coat! Countless 
designers, including DKNY and J. Mendel, showed glamorous furs in all different types and styles, many of which 
were multi-colored and downright mesmerizing. Remember — when it comes to furs, the bigger, the better!” 
Graphic and color furs were showcased by designers like Diane von Furstenberg and Altuzarra. Colored faux furs 
may be gracing the closets of fashion dolls around the globe soon so little girls can emulate the fur fashion at 
home.  
 
Getting Crafty 
 
Folksy patterns with crochet details and beadwork lent a free spirited Boho feel to NY Fashion week. Many of 
these pieces were said to have embraced a rare “DIY” element, which is sure to trickle down to the youth market 
where arts & crafts and fashion are two major trends for 2014.  
 
90’s-inspired velvet also played a part in the collections shown at Lincoln Center this February, from Tadashi to 
Jason Wu to J Crew. The fabric was spotted in different colors and shades but was seen everywhere, and can easily 
make a transition to DIY crafts for kids.  
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Go West! 
 
From Pharrell’s hat at the Emmys (which was auctioned off and sold to fast-food chain Arby’s for $44,100) to the 
catwalks in New York City, western and cowboy inspired hats have taken off! The New York Post reported, “Karl 
Lagerfeld’s much-discussed pre-fall collection for the French house shown back in December ignited a trend that 
found its way stateside as American brands like Tibi and Dion Lee ditched glamorous tresses for cowgirl toppers. 
When Karolina Kurková wore one on the Cushnie et Ochs runway, New York officially became a boom town.” Toy 
Fair 2014 saw some of the cowboy hat craze trickle over already with products like Let’s Imagine Elmo from Hasbro 
and Noomie from WowWee sporting the accessory to channel their inner cowboy/cowgirl!  
 
We hope this serves as inspiration and food-for-thought! 
 
Adrienne 
 
 
 
 

About the Author 
Adrienne Appell is the Toy Industry Association’s (TIA) leading trend specialist. She maintains 
close communication with TIA members to stay abreast of what’s new, next and cutting-edge in 
the toy industry and is constantly on the lookout for trends in other industries that will cross over 
to influence future playthings. 
 
Adrienne can be reached at 646.520.4863 or via e-mail at aappell@toyassociation.org.  
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